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Fire Safe Occidental June 5, 2020 Newsletter

We just saw this link you might want to view.  It's definitely motivation
to keep clearing dead brush and removing the lower tree limbs off your
property! See what some of our neighbors have been doing below...
 

Where the Worst Wildfire Activity Is Expected This Summer

Making your home and property
more fire safe this fire season.

Part 3

Continuing our examples of home hardening and property clean-up
projects that are going on around Occidental…….

We want to acknowledge the amazing work that some of our large
landowners are doing in the Occidental area.  The following before
and after shots were taken on upper Marra road on Marra Ranch
property. Amazing work is being done by Steve Pearson and his crew
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property. Amazing work is being done by Steve Pearson and his crew
from Heavy Gear Enterprises (heavygear@comcast.net), who are
carefully creating a beautiful shaded fuel break along the roadside.

Note in the second photo, the density of the brush and how close to
the road it is. The photographer’s car was actually on the far right side
of the road when this photo was taken.

Before photos



After photos
The above ranchland is on the left-hand side in the first photo below.
(The right-hand side is another small property with a horse corral that
is normally this well maintained along the roadside.) In the second and
subsequent photos, note the dappled sunlight now seen on the forest
floor. Steve reports that there are wildflowers springing up already now
that they have more light.





And one month later…….

Thank you!! This is beautiful and much safer! 

Another before and after photo of a beautiful stand of redwoods that
were cleaned up elsewhere in Occidental. We hope you feel as
motivated as we do by the work being done by so many in our
community!  Feel free to send us your own before and after photos.





Many of you kmow that Fire Safe Occidental with the help of Lynda
Hopkins office was able to get the county to bushwhack and mow
many of our roads. Below is a photo that shows the difference that it
made.  The roadway is much clearer and wider, with more space
between vehicles and potential burning brush.   

A benefit of the county’s work is that many dead trees like these, which
were completely hidden by brush, are now exposed and can now be
seen leaning over PG&E lines (although they don’t show in the photos
clearly). This allows us to follow up with PG&E to correct the problem.



Share on Facebook Share on Twitter Forward to a friend

Stay safe and keep in touch. Fire Safe Occidental is always looking for people who can get involved or
ideas you may have about how we can best serve our community.
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